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Forthcoming—Fourth Edition

The Princeton Encyclopedia of Poetry and Poetics
Roland Greene, editor in chief
Stephen Cushman, general editor
Clare Cavanagh, Jahan Ramazani & Paul Rouzer, associate editors
Harris Feinsod, David Marno & Alexandra Slessarev, assistant editors

Through three editions over more than four decades, The Princeton Encyclopedia of Poetry and Poetics has built an unrivaled reputation as the most comprehensive and authoritative reference for students, scholars, and poets on all aspects of its subject: history, movements, genres, prosody, rhetorical devices, critical terms, and more. Now this landmark work has been thoroughly revised and updated for the twenty-first century. Compiled by an entirely new team of editors, the fourth edition—the first new edition in almost twenty years—reflects recent changes in literary and cultural studies, providing up-to-date coverage and giving greater attention to the international aspects of poetry, all while preserving the best of the previous volumes.

At well over a million words and more than 1,000 entries, the Encyclopedia has unparalleled breadth and depth. Entries range in length from brief paragraphs to major essays of 15,000 words, offering a more thorough treatment—including expert synthesis and indispensable bibliographies—than conventional handbooks or dictionaries.

This is a book that no reader or writer of poetry will want to be without.

Roland Greene is the Mark Pigott OBE Professor in the School of Humanities and Sciences and Professor of English and Comparative Literature at Stanford University. Stephen Cushman is the Robert C. Taylor Professor of English at the University of Virginia. Clare Cavanagh is Professor of Slavic and Comparative Literature at Northwestern University. Jahan Ramazani is the Edgar F. Shannon Professor of English at the University of Virginia. Paul Rouzer is Associate Professor of Asian Languages and Literatures at the University of Minnesota.

August 2012. 1440 pages.
Pa: 978-0-691-15491-6 $49.50 | £34.95
Cl: 978-0-691-13334-8 $125.00 | £85.00

Praise for previous editions:
“An extraordinarily helpful volume that will save untold hours of reference time for the student, the general reader, and the literary scholar.”
—Modern Language Journal

“The standard source for information on the history and criticism of poetry and poetic technique and theory.”
—Booklist

“Should delight browsers and scholars alike. A must for all libraries.”
—Choice

“As essential for any working poet as a good dictionary.”
—Writer’s Digest

“A reference work of distinction which all who work in the field of literary studies will find extremely useful if not, indeed, indispensable.”
—Classical Journal
As the commercialization of American higher education accelerates, more and more students are coming to college with the narrow aim of obtaining a preprofessional credential. The traditional four-year college experience—an exploratory time for students to discover their passions and test ideas and values with the help of teachers and peers—is in danger of becoming a thing of the past.

In *College*, prominent cultural critic Andrew Delbanco offers a trenchant defense of such an education, and warns that it is becoming a privilege reserved for the relatively rich. In arguing for what a true college education should be, he demonstrates why making it available to as many young people as possible remains central to America’s democratic promise.

In a brisk and vivid historical narrative, Delbanco explains how the idea of college arose in the colonial period from the Puritan idea of the gathered church, how it struggled to survive in the nineteenth century in the shadow of the new research universities, and how, in the twentieth century, it slowly opened its doors to women, minorities, and students from low-income families. He describes the unique strengths of America’s colleges in our era of globalization and, while recognizing the growing centrality of science, technology, and vocational subjects in the curriculum, he mounts a vigorous defense of a broadly humanistic education for all. Acknowledging the serious financial, intellectual, and ethical challenges that all colleges face today, Delbanco considers what is at stake in the urgent effort to protect these venerable institutions for future generations.

Andrew Delbanco is the Mendelson Family Chair of American Studies and the Julian Clarence Levi Professor in the Humanities at Columbia University.

April 2012. 240 pages.
Cl: 978-0-691-13073-6  $24.95 | £16.95

“As a defense of liberal education, the humanities, and elite residential colleges, this book offers a more balanced and articulate argument than recent works on higher education and the professoriate. An easy read that is clear, varied, literate, and interesting, this book makes the reader think.”
—James Axtell, College of William & Mary

“This terrific book is wonderfully direct and engaging, and full of well-chosen historical examples and relevant quotations. Delbanco’s love of learning comes through clearly. He eloquently articulates and defends a certain ideal conception of the undergraduate experience and rightly makes us worry about the prospects for preserving it.”
—Michael McPherson, The Spencer Foundation
Michelangelo
A Life on Paper
Leonard Barkan

“[O]ne of the most absorbing books of the year.”
—Eric Gibson, Wall Street Journal

“Personable in tone, astute in observation, Mr. Barkan’s book is that rare thing, a historical study as absorbing as a novel.”
—Holland Cotter, New York Times

“A rare and intimate look at how Michelangelo’s artistic genius expressed itself, especially in moments of unselfconscious expression when the artist shifted from drawing to words and vice versa.”
—Choice

Michelangelo is best known for great artistic achievements such as the Sistine ceiling, the David, the Pietà, and the dome of St. Peter’s. Yet throughout his seventy-five-year career, he was engaged in another artistic act that until now has been largely overlooked: he not only filled hundreds of sheets of paper with exquisite drawings, sketches, and doodles, but also, on fully a third of these sheets, composed his own words. Here we can read the artist’s marginal notes to his most enduring masterpieces; workaday memos to assistants and pupils; poetry and letters; and achingly personal expressions of ambition and despair surely meant for nobody’s eyes but his own.

Leonard Barkan is the Class of 1943 University Professor of Comparative Literature at Princeton University.

2010. 384 pages. 165 color illus. 40 halftones. 3 line illus.
Cl: 978-0-691-14766-6 $49.50 | £34.95

New
Enigmas of Identity
Peter Brooks

“Peter Brooks’s Enigmas of Identity is a tour de force of dazzling erudition and insight drawing on his encyclopedic knowledge of Western literature and cultural history.”
—Louis Begley, author of Why the Dreyfus Affair Matters

“We know that it matters crucially to be able to say who we are, why we are here, and where we are going,” Peter Brooks writes in Enigmas of Identity. Many of us are also uncomfortably aware that we cannot provide a convincing account of our identity to others or even ourselves. Despite or because of that failure, we keep searching for identity, making it up, trying to authenticate it, and inventing excuses for our unpersuasive stories about it. This wide-ranging book draws on literature, law, and psychoanalysis to examine important aspects of the emergence of identity as a peculiarly modern preoccupation.

Peter Brooks is the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation Scholar at Princeton University.

2011. 232 pages. 1 color illus.
Cl: 978-0-691-15158-8 $29.95 | £19.95

Also by Peter Brooks
Winner of the 2008 Christian Gauss Award, Phi Beta Kappa

Henry James Goes to Paris

“[A] brilliant and accessible account of a young American landing in Paris and missing the point.”
—New York Observer

2009. 288 pages. 18 halftones.
Pa: 978-0-691-13842-8 $21.95 | £14.95

press.princeton.edu featured books • 3
books by andrei codrescu

Andrei Codrescu is an award-winning poet, novelist, essayist, and NPR commentator. He edits the online journal Exquisite Corpse and taught literature and creative writing at Louisiana State University for twenty-five years before retiring in 2009 as the MacCurdy Distinguished Professor of English.

New

Whatever Gets You through the Night
A Story of Sheherezade and the Arabian Entertainments
Andrei Codrescu

“Codrescu’s fans will love this book, and Arabists will be charmed by this new take on the classic.”
—David Azzolina, Library Journal

“An homage to the power of stories, Codrescu’s book of Arabian tales will well serve those who have studied the text before and those readers new to it. He is a funny and commanding guide, and his obvious love for the written and spoken word tints every line with a vital hue.”
—Andi Diehn, ForeWord Reviews

“In an irreverent fresh take on the ancient ‘Arabian Nights,’ Codrescu presents a liberated, mischievous Sheherazade, latest bride of the cuckolded King Shahryar, who has exacted revenge on all of Bagdhad’s women—marrying a virgin each night and killing her the next morning…. Literally talking her way out of death, this Sheherazade lives up to her billing as ‘an unsurpassable example for all storytellers across the ages.’”
—Times-Picayune

2010. 128 pages. 1 line illus.
Cl: 978-0-691-14724-6 $19.95 | £13.95

The Poetry Lesson
Andrei Codrescu

 “[F]unny, moving, daring and even, at times, profound…. The book is a kind of ode to eccentricity, to imagination within the institution.”
—Jonathan Taylor, Times Literary Supplement

“You should read this book and absorb its lessons as soon as possible.”
—J. C. Hallman, Quarterly Conversation

“Faced with time and mortality—the quintessential poetic subjects—Codrescu does what great artists have done for millennia: He tells stories, writes poems, and, yes, he teaches.”
—Chris Waddington, New Orleans Times-Picayune

“A series of zany autobiographical sketches and satirical reflections on youth, literature, and academia.”
—Anthony Cummins, Literary Review

2010. 128 pages. 1 line illus.
Cl: 978-0-691-14724-6 $19.95 | £13.95

The Posthuman Dada Guide
tzara and lenin play chess
Andrei Codrescu

The Public Square

2009. 248 pages.
Pa: 978-0-691-13778-0 $16.95 | £11.95

Read newsworthy and lively commentary on our new blog at press.princeton.edu/blog
Writers on Writers is a series of brief, personal, and creative books in which leading contemporary writers take the measure of other important writers (past or present) who have inspired, influenced, fascinated, or troubled them in significant ways. These books illuminate the complex and sometimes fraught relationships between writers, while also revealing the close ties between creative and critical writing.

New
On Conan Doyle
Or, The Whole Art of Storytelling
Michael Dirda

“Michael Dirda is a very dangerous man. His delight—he’s life’s work—is to declare his adoration for some literary gem with such passion, and such precision, we cannot help being infected. On Conan Doyle traces the arc of one such love affair, from a childhood flashlit encounter with A Gigantic Hound to black-tie dinners with The Baker Street Irregulars. The danger, of course, is that once we read this seductive love letter, we’ll end up enthralled not just with Sir Arthur Conan Doyle but also with Michael Dirda.”
—Laurie R. King

A passionate lifelong fan of the Sherlock Holmes adventures, Pulitzer Prize–winning critic Michael Dirda is a member of The Baker Street Irregulars—the most famous and romantic of all Sherlockian groups. Combining memoir and appreciation, On Conan Doyle is a highly engaging personal introduction to Holmes’s creator, as well as a rare insider’s account of the curiously delightful activities and playful scholarship of The Baker Street Irregulars.

Michael Dirda is a Pulitzer Prize–winning critic and longtime book columnist for the Washington Post.

2011. 224 pages.
Cl: 978-0-691-15135-9 $19.95 | £13.95

On Whitman
C. K. Williams

“Williams knows that the real meat and drink in Whitman’s work lies in the poet’s unprecedented assembling of rhythm, sound, language and images…. [A] winning book.”
—Helen Vendler, New York Times Book Review

2010. 208 pages.
Cl: 978-0-691-14472-6 $19.95 | £13.95

Notes on Sontag
Phillip Lopate

—Choice

2009. 256 pages.
Cl: 978-0-691-13570-0 $19.95 | £13.95
Forthcoming

The Irresistible Fairy Tale
The Cultural and Social History of a Genre
Jack Zipes

If there is one genre that has captured the imagination of people in all walks of life throughout the world, it is the fairy tale. Yet we still have great difficulty understanding how it originated, evolved, and spread—or why so many people cannot resist its appeal, no matter how it changes or what form it takes. In this book, renowned fairy-tale expert Jack Zipes presents a provocative new theory about why fairy tales were created and retold—and why they became such an indelible and infinitely adaptable part of cultures around the world.

Drawing on cognitive science, evolutionary theory, anthropology, psychology, literary theory, and other fields, Zipes presents a nuanced argument about how fairy tales originated in ancient oral cultures, how they evolved through the rise of literary culture and print, and how, in our own time, they continue to change through their adaptation in an ever-growing variety of media. In making his case, Zipes considers a wide range of fascinating examples, including fairy tales told, collected, and written by women in the nineteenth century; Catherine Breillat’s film adaptation of Perrault’s “Bluebeard”; and contemporary fairy-tale drawings, paintings, sculptures, and photographs that critique canonical print versions.

While we may never be able to fully explain fairy tales, The Irresistible Fairy Tale provides a powerful theory of how and why they evolved—and why we still use them to make meaning of our lives.

Jack Zipes is professor emeritus of German and comparative literature at the University of Minnesota and the author, translator, and editor of dozens of studies and collections of folk and fairy tales.

May 2012. 240 pages. 7 halftones.
Cl: 978-0-691-15338-4 $29.95 | £19.95

“This is Zipes’s magnum opus, the culmination of more than thirty years of research, and his broadest consideration yet of the fairy tale. He tackles very difficult fundamental questions, and provides credible theoretical foundations and historical evidence for the answers he proposes. Ultimately, he redirects the conversation about the origins, nature, and appeal of the fairy tale.”
—Donald Haase, editor of Marvels & Tales: Journal of Fairy-Tale Studies

“Liberating, stringent, and new, this book demonstrates Zipes’s unique and important affection for fairy tales while opening new lines of thinking about them. The Irresistible Fairy Tale—like fairy tales themselves—will appeal to both scholars and general readers. Its enlightening tone is irresistibly good.”
—Kate Bernheimer, author of Horse, Flower, Bird: Stories and editor of Fairy Tale Review

To receive notices about new books, subscribe for email at press.princeton.edu/subscribe
Oddly Modern Fairy Tales is a series dedicated to publishing unusual literary fairy tales produced mainly during the first half of the twentieth century. International in scope, the series includes new translations, surprising and unexpected tales by well-known writers and artists, and uncanny stories by gifted yet neglected authors. Postmodern before their time, the tales in Oddly Modern Fairy Tales transformed the genre and still strike a chord.

Lucky Hans and Other Merz Fairy Tales
Kurt Schwitters
Translated and introduced by Jack Zipes
Illustrated by Irvine Peacock

“Jack Zipes has now usefully collected and translated a handy anthology of Schwitters short stories, written from 1918 to 1948, selecting those he considers to be ‘oddly modern fairy tales.’… Schwitters’s Merz fairy tales are lies that speak the truth.”
—Peter Read, Times Literary Supplement

“In these absurdist parables, Schwitters’s savage clowning empties the fairy tale of its easy consolations. He revisits the traditions in the melancholic, mordant voice of irony and satire, and, as with other fabulists—Voltaire, Swift, Kafka, Čapek—his stories still speak to us now as freshly as when they were written, and entertain us richly.”
—Marina Warner, author of Phantasmagoria

2009. 256 pages. 31 halftones. 26 line illus.
Cl: 978-0-691-13967-8 $22.95 | £15.95

The Cloak of Dreams
Chinese Fairy Tales
Béla Balázs
Translated and introduced by Jack Zipes
Illustrated by Mariette Lydis

“Zipes provides a fascinating story of a complicated man, buffeted by his place in history, benefitting and suffering from the tumultuous times in which he lived.”
—Heidi Anne Heiner, SurLaLune Fairy Tales Blog

“A splendid modern work…. What baroque dreams, grotesque scenes, ghostly, ridiculous, strange, and chilling brainstorms!… All of this is remarkable, original, and uncanny…. I recommend that readers go and find some good time to spend with this beautiful book.”
—Thomas Mann

2010. 192 pages. 15 line illus.
Cl: 978-0-691-14711-6 $24.95 | £16.95

forthcoming fall 2012

The Fairies Return
Or, New Tales for Old
Collected by Peter Davies
Edited and with an introduction by Maria Tatar
Forthcoming Paperback
With a foreword by Harold Bloom and a new afterword by the author

Allegory
The Theory of a Symbolic Mode
Angus Fletcher

“Allegory is a brilliantly original analytical description of the organization of symbolic fiction; it deals with the most interesting topics and asks the right questions; its examples are learned and fascinatingly offbeat…. What Mr. Fletcher has achieved is nothing less than a redescription of literature with allegory at the centre.”
—Times Literary Supplement

“[S]parkles with fascinating observations.”
—Modern Philology

Anyone who has ever said one thing and meant another has spoken in the mode of allegory. The allegorical expression of ideas pervades literature, art, music, religion, politics, business, and advertising. But how does allegory really work and how should we understand it? For more than forty years, Angus Fletcher’s classic book has provided an answer that is still unsurpassed for its comprehensiveness, brilliance, and eloquence. With a preface by Harold Bloom and a substantial new afterword by the author, this edition reintroduces this essential text to a new generation of students and scholars of literature and art.

Angus Fletcher is distinguished professor emeritus of English and comparative literature at the Graduate School of the City University of New York.

New—Second Edition
Winner of the 1996 Prix du Rayonnement de la langue et de la littérature françaises, Académie française

Clear and Simple as the Truth
Writing Classic Prose
Francis-Noël Thomas & Mark Turner

Praise for the first edition:

“(Clear and Simple as the Truth] has changed the way that I write and think about writing.”
—Paul Bloom, Yale University

“Far and away the best how-to-write book I’ve ever read. It puts Strunk and White and everyone else in the shade.”
—John E. Talbott, University of California, Santa Barbara

For more than a decade, Clear and Simple as the Truth has guided readers to consider style not as an elegant accessory of effective prose but as its very heart. Francis-Noël Thomas and Mark Turner present writing as an intellectual activity, not a passive application of verbal skills. In classic style, the motive is truth, the purpose is presentation, the reader and writer are intellectual equals, and the occasion is informal. This general style of presentation is at home everywhere, from business memos to personal letters and from magazine articles to student essays.

Francis-Noël Thomas is professor emeritus of humanities at Truman College, City Colleges of Chicago. Mark Turner is Institute Professor and professor of cognitive science at Case Western Reserve University.

2011. 272 pages. 1 line illus.
Pa: 978-0-691-14743-7 $19.95 | £13.95

Read newsworthy and lively commentary on our new blog at press.princeton.edu/blog
New

A Book Forged in Hell
Spinoza’s Scandalous Treatise and the Birth of the Secular Age
Steven Nadler

“Nadler gives us a clean, crisp, indispensible account of what made Spinoza’s Treatise so revolutionary.”
—Russell Shorto, author of Descartes’ Bones

When it appeared in 1670, Baruch Spinoza’s Theological-Political Treatise was denounced as the most dangerous book ever published—“godless,” “full of abominations,” “a book forged in hell . . . by the devil himself.” Religious and secular authorities saw it as a threat to faith, social and political harmony, and everyday morality, and its author was almost universally regarded as a religious subversive and political radical who sought to spread atheism throughout Europe. Yet Spinoza’s book has contributed as much as the Declaration of Independence or Thomas Paine’s Common Sense to modern liberal, secular, and democratic thinking. In A Book Forged in Hell, Steven Nadler tells the fascinating story of this extraordinary book: its radical claims and their background in the philosophical, religious, and political tensions of the Dutch Golden Age, as well as the vitriolic reaction these ideas inspired.

Steven Nadler is the William H. Hay II Professor of Philosophy at the University of Wisconsin–Madison.

2011. 304 pages. 1 halftone.
Cl: 978-0-691-13989-0 $29.95 | £19.95

New

The Joy of Secularism
11 Essays for How We Live Now
Edited by George Levine

“George Levine has assembled a truly extraordinary array of minds and hearts in this collection. Far from the strident clamors of the Intelligent Designers and the New Atheists, the contributors provide a rich array of approaches to what it means to live—really live—in a secular world. These philosophers, scientists, historians, and writers show us the wonder of the world that persists not despite Darwin, but because of him.”
—Michael Gordin, Princeton University

Can secularism offer us moral, aesthetic, and spiritual satisfaction? Or does the secular view simply affirm a dog-eat-dog universe? At a time when the issues of religion, evolution, atheism, fundamentalism, Darwin, and science fill headlines and invoke controversy, The Joy of Secularism provides a balanced and thoughtful approach for understanding an enlightened, sympathetic, and relevant secularism for our lives today. Bringing together distinguished historians, philosophers, scientists, and writers, this book shows that secularism is not a mere denial of religion. Rather, this positive and necessary condition presents a vision of a natural and difficult world—without miracles or supernatural interventions—that is far richer and more satisfying than the religious one beyond.

George Levine is professor emeritus of English at Rutgers University and the founder and former director of the Rutgers Center for Cultural Analysis.

2011. 272 pages. 3 halftones.
Cl: 978-0-691-14910-3 $35.00 | £24.95
Forthcoming

The Rise and Fall of Meter
Poetry and English National Culture, 1860–1930
Meredith Martin

“This book captures the ideological work to which meter was put between 1860 and 1930. Meter may seem removed from the themes of official national doctrine, but Martin shows meter’s critical part in promoting educational schemes that claimed to discover national identity. Her account is not only a history of meter but also a description of its role in the advancement of history and poetry as school subjects. A stunningly insightful book.”
—Frances Ferguson, Johns Hopkins University

Why do we often teach English poetic meter by the Greek terms iamb and trochee? How is our understanding of English meter influenced by the history of England’s sense of itself in the nineteenth century? Not an old-fashioned approach to poetry, but a dynamic, contested, and inherently nontraditional field, “English meter” concerned issues of personal and national identity, class, education, patriotism, militarism, and the development of English literature as a discipline. The Rise and Fall of Meter tells the unknown story of English meter from the late eighteenth century until just after World War I. Uncovering a vast and unexplored archive in the history of poetics, Meredith Martin shows that the history of prosody is tied to the ways Victorian England argued about its national identity.

A significant intervention in literary history, this book argues that our contemporary understanding of the rise of modernist poetic form was crucially bound to narratives of English national culture.

Meredith Martin is assistant professor of English at Princeton University.

New

Slavery and the Culture of Taste
Simon Gikandi

“It is difficult to think of a single work that more clearly and carefully reveals the inextricable intertwining of the habits and social practices of the British elite in the drawing rooms of London with the harsh brutalities of Britain’s central involvement in the creation and maintenance of the slave trade in the West Indies and West Africa. This book is full of stunning insights and is a pleasure to read. It is an original contribution to the study of the Enlightenment.”
—Henry Louis Gates, Jr., author of Tradition and the Black Atlantic and The Trials of Phillis Wheatley

It would be easy to assume that, in the eighteenth century, slavery and the culture of taste—the world of politeness, manners, and aesthetics—existed as separate and unequal domains, unrelated in the spheres of social life. But to the contrary, Slavery and the Culture of Taste demonstrates that these two areas of modernity were surprisingly entwined. Ranging across Britain, the antebellum South, and the West Indies, and examining vast archives, including portraits, period paintings, personal narratives, and diaries, Simon Gikandi illustrates how the violence and ugliness of enslavement actually shaped theories of taste, notions of beauty, and practices of high culture, and how slavery’s impurity informed and haunted the rarified customs of the time.

Simon Gikandi is the Robert Schirmer Professor of English at Princeton University.
Forthcoming

How to Do Things with Books in Victorian Britain
Leah Price

“Beautifully written, this superb book gives us a magnificent study of the social lives of books and texts in the Victorian period: their uses as missiles, doorstops, food wrapping, spouse-ignoring devices, and vehicles for individuation, spiritual development, and childlike wonder and delight. A joy to read.”
—Elaine Freedgood, New York University

“This timely and witty book is more than a shrewd look at the social lives of book-objects and their users, and a reconstruction of the protocols organizing that use. It also provides, gloriously, a new interpretation of the Victorian novel.”
—Deidre Lynch, University of Toronto

How to Do Things with Books in Victorian Britain asks how our culture came to frown on using books for any purpose other than reading. When did the coffee-table book become an object of scorn? Why did law courts forbid witnesses to kiss the Bible? What made Victorian cartoonists mock commuters who hid behind the newspaper, ladies who matched their books’ binding to their dress, and servants who reduced newspapers to fish ‘n’ chips wrap?

Shedding new light on novels by Thackeray, Dickens, the Brontës, Trollope, and Collins, as well as the urban sociology of Henry Mayhew, Leah Price also uncovers the lives and afterlives of anonymous religious tracts and household manuals. From knick-knacks to wastepaper, books mattered to the Victorians in ways that cannot be explained by their printed content alone. And whether displayed, defaced, exchanged, or discarded, printed matter participated, and still participates, in a range of transactions that stretches far beyond reading.

Supplementing close readings with a sensitive reconstruction of how Victorians thought and felt about books, Price offers a new model for integrating literary theory with cultural history. How to Do Things with Books in Victorian Britain reshapes our understanding of the interplay between words and objects in the nineteenth century and beyond.

Leah Price is professor of English at Harvard University.

May 2012. 352 pages. 18 halftones. 2 line illus.
Cl: 978-0-691-11417-0 $45.00 | £30.95

New

Victorian Culture and Classical Antiquity
Art, Opera, Fiction, and the Proclamation of Modernity
Simon Goldhill

Martin Classical Lectures

2011. 376 pages. 16 color illus. 32 halftones.
Cl: 978-0-691-14984-4 $45.00 | £30.95
New

Empty Houses
Theatrical Failure and the Novel
David Kurnick

“This book radiates an exciting and often inspiring critical intelligence. Kurnick demonstrates—in surprising, original, and thought-provoking detail—how the lapsed enterprise of playwriting rests at the uncanny center of the nineteenth- and twentieth-century novel. In the antagonistic and intimate relationship between the novel and public theater, Kurnick’s book gives us an unexpected way to reconsider the novel’s troubled, restless negotiations with its own generic identity.”
—Alex Woloch, Stanford University

According to the dominant tradition of literary criticism, the novel is the form par excellence of the private individual. Empty Houses challenges this consensus by reexamining the genre’s development from the mid-nineteenth to the mid-twentieth century and exploring what has until now seemed an anomaly—the frustrated theatrical ambitions of major novelists. Delving into the critical role of the theater in the origins of the novel of interiority, David Kurnick reinterprets the novel as a record of dissatisfaction with inwardness and an injunction to rethink human identity in radically collective and social terms.

A groundbreaking rereading of the novel, Empty Houses provides new ways to consider the novelistic imagination.

David Kurnick is assistant professor of English at Rutgers University.

2012. 272 pages. 13 halftones.
Pa: 978-0-691-15316-2 $32.50 | £22.95
Cl: 978-0-691-15151-9 $75.00 | £52.00

New

The Things Things Say
Jonathan Lamb

“One of the new forms of prose fiction that emerged in the eighteenth century was the first-person narrative told by things such as coins, coaches, clothes, animals, or insects. This is an ambitious new account of the context in which these “it narratives” became so popular. What does it mean when property declares independence of its owners and begins to move and speak? Jonathan Lamb addresses this and many other questions as he advances a new interpretation of these odd tales, from Defoe, Pope, Swift, Gay, and Sterne, to advertisements, still life paintings, and South Seas journals.

This major work illuminates not only “it narratives,” but also eighteenth-century literature, the rise of the novel, and the genealogy of the slave narrative.

Jonathan Lamb is the Andrew W. Mellon Chair of the Humanities at Vanderbilt University.

2011. 312 pages. 13 halftones.
Cl: 978-0-691-14806-9 $39.50 | £27.95
New

The Pursuit of Laziness
An Idle Interpretation of the Enlightenment
Pierre Saint-Amand
Translated by Jennifer Curtiss Gage

“Seductive and charming, this is a little gem of a book. I was won over by the author’s fresh insights and playful, yet lucid, tone.”
—Darrin M. McMahon, Florida State University

We think of the Enlightenment as an era dominated by ideas of progress, production, and industry—not an era that favored the lax and indolent individual. But was the Enlightenment only about the unceasing improvement of self and society? The Pursuit of Laziness examines moral, political, and economic treatises of the period, and reveals that crucial eighteenth-century texts did find value in idleness and nonproductivity. Fleshing out Enlightenment thinking in the works of Denis Diderot, Joseph Joubert, Pierre de Marivaux, Jean-Jacques Rousseau, and Jean-Siméon Chardin, this book explores idleness in all its guises, and illustrates that laziness existed, not as a vice of the wretched, but as an exemplar of modernity and a resistance to beliefs about virtue and utility.

Pierre Saint-Amand is the Francis Wayland Professor of French Studies and Comparative Literature at Brown University.

2011. 168 pages. 6 halftones.
Cl: 978-0-691-14927-1 $29.95 | £19.95

Northern Arts
The Breakthrough of Scandinavian Literature and Art, from Ibsen to Bergman
Arnold Weinstein

“[This] authoritative but lively tome elucidates the revolution Scandinavia wrought in the world of arts and letters beginning in the 19th century…. Weinstein’s is a brilliantly told story of how an underpopulated region developed from repressive backwater to cutting-edge artistic fulcrum.”
—Atlantic

2010. 544 pages. 76 halftones.
Pa: 978-0-691-14824-3 $27.95 | £19.95
Cl: 978-0-691-12544-2 $55.00 | £37.95

Aesopic Conversations
Popular Tradition, Cultural Dialogue, and the Invention of Greek Prose
Leslie Kurke

“Kurke’s learned and humane book aims to excavate the vibrant popular tradition assumed by Aesop’s fables but now largely buried, and restore it to its place in cultural history…. Aesopic Conversations is a brilliant and original book, which will transform the way we read early Greek literature.”
—Tim Whitmarsh, London Review of Books

Martin Classical Lectures

2010. 520 pages. 7 halftones.
Pa: 978-0-691-14458-0 $29.95 | £19.95
Cl: 978-0-691-14457-3 $75.00 | £52.00

Connect with us on Twitter @princetonupress & Facebook @PrincetonUniversityPress
Forthcoming

Jim and Jap Crow
A Cultural History of 1940s Interracial America
Matthew M. Briones

"Jim and Jap Crow is a profound meditation on race in American society."
—Lane Ryo Hirabayashi, University of California, Los Angeles

Following Japan’s attack on Pearl Harbor in 1941, the U.S. government rounded up more than one hundred thousand Japanese Americans and sent them to internment camps. One of those internees was Charles Kikuchi. In thousands of diary pages, he documented his experiences in the camps, his resettlement in Chicago and drafting into the Army on the eve of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, and his postwar life as a social worker in New York City. Kikuchi’s diaries bear witness to a watershed era in American race relations, and expose both the promise and the hypocrisy of American democracy.

Matthew M. Briones is assistant professor of American history and the College at the University of Chicago.

New Paperback

Lincoln on Race and Slavery
Edited and introduced by Henry Louis Gates, Jr.
Coedited by Donald Yacovone

“An essential volume for anyone who knows Lincoln or, more crucially, thinks he knows Lincoln…. Henry Louis Gates, Jr.’s piercing introduction is a dazzling piece of original, provocative, and in the end deeply felt scholarship.”
—Harold Holzer, cochairman of the U.S. Lincoln Bicentennial Commission

Henry Louis Gates, Jr., is the Alphonse Fletcher University Professor and director of the W.E.B. Du Bois Institute for African and African American Research at Harvard University. Donald Yacovone has written and edited a number of books.

May 2012. 304 pages. 3 halftones.
Cl: 978-0-691-15448-8 $39.50 | £27.95

New Paperback

Not for Profit
Why Democracy Needs the Humanities
Martha C. Nussbaum

“Nussbaum makes a persuasive case that, in the age of No Child Left Behind, ‘the pedagogy of rote learning rules the roost.’”
—New Yorker

“Nussbaum’s defense of this worthy cause is deeply learned.”
—New York Times Book Review

Martha C. Nussbaum is the Ernst Freund Distinguished Service Professor of Law and Ethics in the Philosophy Department, Law School, and Divinity School at the University of Chicago.

The Public Square
April 2012. 192 pages.
Cl: 978-0-691-15448-8 $39.50 | £27.95

2011. 416 pages. 35 halftones.
Pa: 978-0-691-14998-1 $18.95 | £12.95
Cl: 978-0-691-14064-3 $22.95 | £15.95
Pen of Iron
American Prose and the King James Bible
Robert Alter

“As a leading scholar and translator of the Bible, who is also deeply knowledgeable about American literature, Robert Alter is ideally suited to study this complicated inheritance. . . . Pen of Iron makes a convincing case that it is impossible to fully appreciate American literature without knowing the King James Bible—indeed, without knowing it almost instinctively.”
—Adam Kirsch, New Republic

“Robert Alter is one of our most astute readers of both sacred and secular texts.”
—Ralph C. Wood, Journal of Church and State

“[A] treasure of insight and a welcome stimulus to Christian reflection.”
—Mark Knoll, Books & Culture

2010. 208 pages.
Cl: 978-0-691-12881-8 $19.95 | £13.95
Winner of the 2011 William Sanders Scarborough Prize, Modern Language Association
Finalist, 2011 Hurston/Wright Legacy Award, The Hurston/Wright Foundation

The Indignant Generation
A Narrative History of African American Writers and Critics, 1934-1960
Lawrence P. Jackson

 “[A]mbitious…. Rich with photos and well written, the book merits praise for the deserved attention it brings to the rise of African American criticism and intellectualism and to the many important people who figured in the rise of better-known novelists.”
—Choice

2010. 600 pages. 60 halftones.
Cl: 978-0-691-14135-0 $35.00 | £24.95
2009 Honor Book, New Jersey Council for the Humanities

Create Dangerously
The Immigrant Artist at Work
Edwidge Danticat

“Danticat’s tender new book about loss and the unquenchable passion for homeland makes us remember the powerful material from which most fiction is wrought: it comes from childhood, and place. No matter her geographic and temporal distance from these, Danticat writes about them with the immediacy of love.”
—Amy Wilentz, New York Times Book Review

“Danticat is a marvelous writer, blending personal anecdotes, history and larger reflections without turning the immigrant writer into a victim, misunderstood by all.”
—Sandip Roy, San Francisco Chronicle

“Danticat’s writing is inviting, beautiful and honest.”
—Color Online

The Toni Morrison Lecture Series

Worshipping Walt
The Whitman Disciples
Michael Robertson

“Thoroughly researched, gracefully written, Worshipping Walt represents literary scholarship at its best.”
—Frank Wilson, Philadelphia Inquirer

2010. 368 pages. 27 halftones.
Pa: 978-0-691-14631-7 $19.95 | £13.95
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The Law Is a White Dog
How Legal Rituals Make and Unmake Persons
Colin Dayan

“In language that is searing and lyrical, evocative and precise, this exceptional book thinks with the zombies, specters, felons, slaves, dogs, cadavers, and other entities that are the remnants of loss and dispossession in the law.”
—Donna J. Haraway, author of When Species Meet

“(T)his work by Dayan is one of the most valuable contemporary books on law and society to come out in quite some time…. The Law is a White Dog is an innovative, highly intellectual book.”
—Choice

“The Law Is a White Dog will prove valuable for anyone who seeks a comprehensive, critical understanding of our society and the role played in it by the law.”
—Law Library Journal

2011. 368 pages.
Cl: 978-0-691-07091-9 $29.95 | £19.95

The Princeton Reader
Contemporary Essays by Writers and Journalists at Princeton University
Edited by John McPhee & Carol Rigolot

“This is an extremely valuable collection of some of the best writing in the field of journalism. Distinctive and appealing, this is one-stop shopping for delicious writing across different media forms.”
—Charlotte Grimes, Syracuse University

With a preface by John McPhee

2011. 408 pages. 1 halftone.
Pa: 978-0-691-14308-8 $35.00 | £24.95
Cl: 978-0-691-14307-1 $90.00 | £62.00

The Global Remapping of American Literature
Paul Giles

“There is no question that this ambitious book will find a wide readership among those in the fields of American literature and American studies. It brilliantly covers an impressive range of texts and offers new and provocative insights. Rich in detail, its implications for the study of American literature are decisive and far reaching.”
—Leonard Tennenhouse, Duke University

2011. 344 pages. 17 halftones.
Cl: 978-0-691-13613-4 $39.50 | £27.95

Postmodern Belief
American Literature and Religion since 1960
Amy Hungerford

“This is an intelligent, compelling, and beautifully-written book about the place of belief in contemporary American literature and culture.”
—Christopher Douglas, University of Victoria

2010. 224 pages.
Pa: 978-0-691-14575-4 $27.95 | £19.95
Cl: 978-0-691-13508-3 $65.00 | £44.95

Please visit our Web site for more titles in this series: press.princeton.edu/catalogs/series/ttt1.html
New

Poems Under Saturn
Poèmes saturniens
Paul Verlaine
Translated and with an introduction by Karl Kirchwey

“Beautifully attentive to Verlaine’s moods and melodies, Kirchwey catches the harmonies and dissonances, the tenderness, bile, and rage, of Verlaine’s astonishing first book of poems. With its learned introduction and notes, this translation is a work of art of the first order: a perfect introduction to the young Verlaine for readers who do not know French, and a graceful meditation on Verlaine’s poetics for readers who have long known and loved the poems in the original.”
—Rosanna Warren, author of Departure: Poems

Poems Under Saturn is the first complete English translation of the collection that announced Paul Verlaine (1844–1896) as a poet of promise and originality, one who would come to be regarded as one of the greatest of nineteenth-century writers. This new translation, by respected contemporary poet Karl Kirchwey, faithfully renders the collection’s heady mix of classical learning and earthy sensuality in poems whose rhythm and rhyme represent one of the supreme accomplishments of French verse. Restoring frequently anthologized poems to the context in which they originally appeared, Poems Under Saturn testifies to the blazing talents for which Verlaine is celebrated.

Poems Under Saturn presents the extraordinary devotion and intense musicality of an artist for whom poetry remained the one true passion.

Karl Kirchwey is professor of the arts and director of the Creative Writing Program at Bryn Mawr College, and, from 2010–2013, the Andrew Heiskell Arts Director at the American Academy in Rome.

2011. 176 pages.
Pa: 978-0-691-14486-3 $15.95 | £10.95
Cl: 978-0-691-14485-6 $39.50 | £27.95
Starting in 1975, the Princeton Series of Contemporary Poets quickly distinguished itself as one of the most important publishing projects of its kind, winning praise from critics and poets alike and bringing out landmark books by figures such as Susan Stewart, Robert Pinsky, Ann Lauterbach, Jorie Graham, and Jay Wright. Now relaunched under the editorship of Pulitzer Prize–winning poet and New Yorker poetry editor Paul Muldoon, the series will continue to publish the best work of today’s emerging and established poets.

New Carnations
Poems
Anthony Carelli

“This is a magnificent book…. Ooh! God bless these poems!”
—Raphael Allison, Rain Taxi Review of Books

In Anthony Carelli’s remarkable debut, Carnations, the poems attempt to reanimate dead metaphors as blossoms: wild and lovely but also fleeting, mortal, and averse to the touch. Here, the poems are carnations, not only flowers, but also body-making words. Nodding to influences as varied as George Herbert, Francis Ponge, Fernando Pessoa, and D. H. Lawrence, Carelli asserts that the poet’s materials—words, objects, phenomena—are sacred, wilting in the moment, yet perennially renewed.

Anthony Carelli’s poems have appeared in various magazines, including the New Yorker.

2011. 72 pages.
Pa: 978-0-691-14945-5 $12.95 | £8.95
Cl: 978-0-691-14944-8 $24.95 | £16.95

Finalist, 2010 National Book Award
Finalist, 2010 National Book Critics Circle Award, Poetry
Finalist, 2011 William Carlos Williams Award, Poetry Society of America

The Eternal City
Poems
Kathleen Graber

“Graber, who draws on philosophy and theology, knows how to juxtapose large ideas with small moments…. Her careful balancing and sensitive descriptions often feel as refreshing as a cold drink on a hot summer day. That’s especially true with the heart of this collection, 12 interlocking poems that begin with quotations from Marcus Aurelius…. This series demonstrates why ancient ideas are relevant today, and why Graber deserves to be in the company of such accomplished poets.”
—Elizabeth Lund, Washington Post

2010. 96 pages.
Pa: 978-0-691-14610-2 $16.95 | £11.95

Please visit our Web site for more titles in this series: press.princeton.edu/catalogs/series/pscp.html
New
At Lake Scugog
Poems
Troy Jollimore

“[O]utstandingly witty. . . . [I]ntelligent amusement of a quite lofty order.”
—Booklist

“In lush language draped over familiar forms, Jollimore explores the nature of the self, but don’t let that frighten you off. He’s got a great sense of humor and an equal fondness for a pun and a laugh.”
—Kel Munger, Sacramento News & Review

This is an eagerly awaited collection of new poems from the author of Tom Thomson in Purgatory, which won the National Book Critics Circle Award and was hailed by the New York Times as a “snappy, entertaining book.” A triumphant follow-up to that acclaimed debut, At Lake Scugog demonstrates why the San Francisco Chronicle has called Troy Jollimore “a new and exciting voice in American poetry.”

Troy Jollimore teaches philosophy at California State University, Chico.

Also by Troy Jollimore
New
Love’s Vision

“Jollimore’s voice is all his own: fluent, but not limited by, the idiom of academic philosophy. Here he suggests that love is perception, of a special kind. By magnifying the traits of the person we love, by enveloping us in them, love shows us what is really there. One might say that his book does something similar, letting us see love as it is, in a distinctively insightful and absorbing way.”
—Niko Kolodny, University of California, Berkeley

Love often seems uncontrollable and irrational, but we just as frequently appear to have reasons for loving the people we do. In Love’s Vision, Troy Jollimore offers a new way of understanding love that accommodates both of these facts, arguing that love is guided by reason even as it resists and sometimes eludes rationality.

Filled with illuminating examples from literature, Love’s Vision is an original examination of a subject of vital philosophical and human concern.

2011. 224 pages.
Cl: 978-0-691-14872-4 $35.00 | £24.95
New Impressions of Africa
Raymond Roussel
Translated and introduced by Mark Ford

“That anyone could translate Nouvelles Impressions d’Afrique at all is unlikely, but that it could be done with such sparkle and brio seems downright mysterious. This version rescues Roussel’s bizarre masterpiece from its status as an intriguing rumor and turns it into a valuable resource for contemporary English-speaking readers. Poets especially will be in Mark Ford’s debt.”
—John Ashbery

Poet, novelist, playwright, and chess enthusiast, Raymond Roussel (1877–1933) was one of the French belle époque’s most compelling literary figures. During his lifetime, Roussel’s work was vociferously championed by the surrealists, but never achieved the widespread acclaim for which he yearned. New Impressions of Africa is undoubtedly Roussel’s most extraordinary work. Since its publication in 1932, this weird and wonderful poem has slowly gained cult status, and its admirers have included Salvador Dalí—who dubbed it the most “ungraspably poetic” work of the era—André Breton, Jean Cocteau, Marcel Duchamp, Michel Foucault, Kenneth Koch, and John Ashbery.

Mark Ford teaches in the English Department at University College London.

1911. 264 pages. 59 halftones.
Cl: 978-0-691-14459-7 $24.95 | £16.95

Please visit our Web site for more titles in this series: press.princeton.edu/catalogs/series/fp.html
The Age of Anxiety
A Baroque Eclogue
W. H. Auden
Edited and with an introduction by Alan Jacobs

“[Auden’s] most significant piece of work…. [W]e have in W. H. Auden a master musician of rhythm and note, unable to be dull, in fact an enchanter, under the magic of indigenous gusto…. The Age of Anxiety assures us that fear and lust have, in faith and purity, a cure so potent we need never know panic or be defeated by Self.”
—Marianne Moore, New York Times

This volume—the first annotated, critical edition of the poem—introduces this important work to a new generation of readers by putting it in historical and biographical context and elucidating its difficulties.

Alan Jacobs is the Clyde S. Kilby Professor of English at Wheaton College in Illinois.

New

W. H. Auden: Critical Editions
2011. 200 pages. 1 halftone.
Cl: 978-0-691-13815-2 $22.95 | £15.95

The Complete Works of W. H. Auden
Prose, Volume IV, 1956–1962
W. H. Auden
Edited by Edward Mendelson

“Volume IV of Auden’s prose … is, like the others, edited by Edward J. Mendelson with unparalleled care and discretion.”
—London Review of Books

The Complete Works of W. H. Auden
2010. 1024 pages.
Cl: 978-0-691-14755-0 $65.00 | £44.95

Music of a Distant Drum
Classical Arabic, Persian, Turkish, and Hebrew Poems
Translated and Introduced by Bernard Lewis

“Lewis, one of the foremost scholars of the Middle East, has devoted much of his career to the history of Islam; this volume collects his translations of poems—nearly all appearing in English for the first time—that span eleven centuries and four major Middle Eastern traditions. Many of the most striking works address, in spare, stirring lines, the twin demands of serving the self and serving God:”
—New Yorker

Bernard Lewis is professor emeritus at Princeton University.

2011. 232 pages. 23 halftones.
Pb: 978-0-691-15010-9 $17.95 | £12.50

The Plum in the Golden Vase or, Chin P’ing Mei
Volume Four: The Climax
Translated by David Tod Roy

Praise for previous volumes:

“Reading Roy’s translation is a remarkable experience.”
—Robert Chatain, Chicago Tribune Review of Books

David Tod Roy is professor emeritus of Chinese literature at the University of Chicago.

Princeton Library of Asian Translations
2011. 1032 pages. 40 line illus.
Cl: 978-0-691-15043-7 $55.00 | £37.95
New

Hamlet’s Arab Journey
Shakespeare’s Prince and Nasser’s Ghost
Margaret Litvin

“A fascinating look at how one of the Western world’s most iconic literary characters has been appropriated by Arabs as a symbol of secularism, nationalism, or Islamism, depending on the prevailing political mood. Hamlet’s Arab Journey is not just a brilliant work of literary analysis—it is a wholly new way of thinking about modern Arab literary and political culture. Indeed, Litvin presents readers with a fresh interpretation of Arab history in the twentieth century, one told through the lens of perhaps the most famous play in the world. This is bold, clever, and fresh scholarship, written in clear and accessible prose, and intended for anyone who cares about the power of literature to transform society—for good or bad.”
—Reza Aslan, author of No god but God and Beyond Fundamentalism

Margaret Litvin is assistant professor of Arabic and comparative literature at Boston University.

Forthcoming

Archives of Authority
Empire, Culture, and the Cold War
Andrew N. Rubin

“This rigorous, intrinsically interesting, and meticulously researched book is the academic equivalent of a Cold War spy novel, replete with intriguing archival findings and the implication of its author in the bureaucratic Kafkaesque structure of CIA document censorship.”
—Emily Apter, New York University

Combining literary, cultural, and political history, and based on extensive archival research, including previously unseen FBI and CIA documents, Archives of Authority argues that cultural politics—specifically America’s often covert patronage of the arts—played a highly important role in the transfer of imperial authority from Britain to the United States during a critical period after World War II.

Andrew N. Rubin is assistant professor of English at Georgetown University.

The Novel and the Sea
Margaret Cohen

“This splendid book is the first to uncover a poetics of maritime fiction.”
—Jonathan Lamb, Vanderbilt University

Please visit our Web site for more titles in this series: press.princeton.edu/catalogs/series/tran.html
Between Religion and Rationality
Essays in Russian Literature and Culture
Joseph Frank

“Frank is able to masterfully distill large and complex themes into a few central points in a few pages, making his short essays a crucial resource.”
—Kate Holland, Russian Review

2010. 312 pages.
Pa: 978-0-691-14566-2 $29.95 | £19.95
Cl: 978-0-691-14256-2 $60.00 | £41.95

New
The Selected Letters of
Nikos Kazantzakis
Nikos Kazantzakis
Edited and translated by Peter Bien

“These crystalline and eloquent translations of Nikos Kazantzakis’s letters help us grasp his intellectual intensity and spiritual verve. He emerges as a thoughtful, ardent man who was single-minded in his search for wisdom.”
—Darren J. N. Middleton, author of Broken Hallelujah: Nikos Kazantzakis and Christian Theology

The life of Nikos Kazantzakis—the author of Zorba the Greek and The Last Temptation of Christ—was as colorful and eventful as his fiction. And nowhere is his life revealed more fully or surprisingly than in his letters. Edited and translated by Kazantzakis scholar Peter Bien, this is the most comprehensive selection of Kazantzakis’s letters in any language.

Peter Bien is professor emeritus of English and comparative literature at Dartmouth College.

Princeton Modern Greek Studies
2012. 904 pages.
Cl: 978-0-691-14702-4 $99.50 | £69.95

dostoevsky by joseph frank

With a new preface by the author
Dostoevsky
A Writer in His Time
Joseph Frank

“A masterful abridgement.”
—Bryce Christensen, Booklist (starred review)

2009. 984 pages. 31 halftones.
Cl: 978-0-691-12819-1 $35.00 | £24.95

Also by Joseph Frank
Winner of the 1986 James Russell Lowell Prize, Modern Language Association National Book Award Finalist
The Mantle of the Prophet, 1871–1881
Pa: 978-0-691-11569-6 $24.95 | £16.95

These five titles not for sale in the Commonwealth (except Canada)
New Paperback

**Shell Shock Cinema**
Weimar Culture and the Wounds of War
Anton Kaes

“This long-awaited book by one of the leading experts on German cinema is a landmark in film studies…. Clearly written and beautifully produced with ample illustrations, impressive notes, and a useful filmography of Weimar DVDs, the book is a pleasure to read.”
—Choice

“Kaes has long been recognized as a leading scholar of Weimar cinema and German culture, and *Shell Shock Cinema* represents another important contribution to these fields.”
—Brian K. Feltman, H-Net Reviews

“A combination of intensive genre analysis, well-observed contemporary cultural and psychological contextualization, and evocative cinematographic observation makes *Shell Shock Cinema* a splendid, even exemplary, cultural history that goes well beyond the bounds of previous studies. It is a wonderful read.”
—Peter Fritzsche, *Modernism/Modernity*

Anton Kaes is the Class of 1939 Professor of German and Film Studies at the University of California, Berkeley.

2011. 328 pages. 49 halftones.
Pa: 978-0-691-00850-9 | $24.95 | £16.95
Cl: 978-0-691-03136-1 | $39.95 | £27.95

New Paperback

**The History of Italian Cinema**
A Guide to Italian Film from Its Origins to the Twenty-First Century
Gian Piero Brunetta
Translated by Jeremy Parzen

“[Brunetta is] widely recognised as the foremost historian of Italian cinema…. Covering the past 100 years or so of Italian cinema history, [*The History of Italian Cinema*] is a social, political, cultural, economic and literally geographic mapping of Italy’s cinematic terrain…. [I]nvaluable.”
—Paul Sutton, *Times Higher Education*

“This outstanding synthesis of [Italian cinema] belongs on every bookshelf devoted to film in general and Italian cinema in particular. It represents not only a brilliant overview but also a comprehensive reference guide to the entire history of Italian film.”
—Peter Bondanella, author of *The Cinema of Federico Fellini*

“Brunetta transcends film-studies fads to restore the heft of traditional historiography. In a clear, sinuous narrative he details the development of Italian cinema as art and as industry, within its own cultural and political context and in the world.”
—M. Yacowar, *Choice*

Gian Piero Brunetta is professor of the history and criticism of cinema at the University of Padua in Italy.

2011. 400 pages.
Pa: 978-0-691-11989-2 | $24.95 | £16.95
Cl: 978-0-691-11988-5 | $45.00 | £30.95

Read newsworthy and lively commentary on our new blog at press.princeton.edu/blog
New

Jean Sibelius and His World
Edited by Daniel M. Grimley

Perhaps no twentieth-century composer has provoked a more varied reaction among the music-loving public than Jean Sibelius (1865–1957). Originally hailed as a new Beethoven by much of the Anglo-Saxon world, he was also widely disparaged by critics more receptive to newer trends in music. At the height of his popular appeal, he was revered as the embodiment of Finnish nationalism and the apostle of a new musical naturalism. Yet he seemingly chose that moment to stop composing altogether, despite living for three more decades. Providing wide cultural contexts, contesting received ideas about modernism, and interrogating notions of landscape and nature, Jean Sibelius and His World sheds new light on the critical position occupied by Sibelius in the Western musical tradition.

The contributors are Byron Adams, Leon Botstein, Philip Ross Bullock, Glenda Dawn Goss, Daniel Grimley, Jeffrey Kallberg, Tomi Mäkelä, Sarah Menin, Max Paddison, and Timo Virtanen.

Daniel M. Grimley is university lecturer in music at the University of Oxford, tutorial fellow of Merton College, and senior lecturer in music at University College.

The Bard Music Festival
2011. 384 pages. 25 halftones. 15 musical examples. 3 tables.
Pa: 978-0-691-15281-3 $35.00 | £24.95
Cl: 978-0-691-15280-6 $75.00 | £52.00

Forthcoming Paperback

With an introduction by Eamon Duffy
The Golden Legend
Readings on the Saints
Jacobus de Voragine
Translated by William Granger Ryan

“Art historians depend on it. Medievalists should know it inside-out…. [F]or the rest of us it remains a treasure-house of European culture, crammed full of the things which everyone, once upon a time, used to know.”
—Noel Malcolm, Sunday Telegraph

“(The Golden Legend) came to serve as the literary equivalent of wall-paintings and stained glass…. For the translation of the work in its entirety into English we have had to wait 700 years for the energy and learning of a distinguished American academic, William Granger Ryan.”
—Gerard Irvine, Times Literary Supplement

“When its completion around 1260, The Golden Legend has been a constant source of inspiration for Christian writers and artists, and it still reverberates within the Catholic tradition. Anyone interested in medieval religion and art and in Catholic culture will be delighted with this new edition of the English translation. Scholars and enthusiasts alike will also enjoy Eamon Duffy’s informative and engaging introduction to it.”
—Miri Rubin, Queen Mary University of London

William Granger Ryan was a priest in the diocese of Brooklyn and Queens and president of Seton Hill College. Eamon Duffy is professor of the history of Christianity at Cambridge University.

May 2012. 824 pages.
Pa: 978-0-691-15407-7 $39.50 | £27.95
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New—Revised Edition

Oh, China!
An Elementary Reader of Modern Chinese for Advanced Beginners
Chih-p’ing Chou, Perry Link & Xuedong Wang

Oh, China! meets the needs of advanced beginners or “heritage learners” who already speak some Chinese but require instruction in reading and writing fundamentals before moving to the intermediate level. In this fully revised edition, state-of-the-art lessons go over the basics of standard Mandarin pronunciation and introduce students to Chinese characters. The textbook moves at a faster pace than those designed for absolute beginners and allows students to rapidly develop strong foundations in grammar and vocabulary.

Chih-p’ing Chou is professor of East Asian studies at Princeton University and director of the university’s Chinese language and Princeton in Beijing programs. Perry Link is the Chancellorial Chair for Innovative Teaching at the University of California, Riverside, and Emeritus Professor of East Asian Studies at Princeton University. Xuedong Wang is preceptor in Chinese in the Department of East Asian Languages and Civilizations at Harvard University.

A New China
An Intermediate Reader of Modern Chinese
Chih-p’ing Chou, Joanne Chiang & Jianna Eagar

Originally published in 1999, A New China has become a standard textbook for intermediate Chinese language learning. This completely revised edition reflects China’s dramatic developments in the last decade and consolidates the previous two-volume set into one volume for easy student use. Written from the perspective of a foreign student who has just arrived in China, the textbook provides the most up-to-date lessons and learning materials about the changing face of China.

Chih-p’ing Chou is professor of East Asian studies at Princeton University and director of the university’s Chinese language and Princeton in Beijing programs. Joanne Chiang is senior lecturer in Chinese at Princeton. Jianna Eagar is a former lecturer in Chinese at Princeton.

A Kaleidoscope of China
An Advanced Reader of Modern Chinese
Chih-p’ing Chou, Jingyu Wang, Joanne Chiang & Hua-Hui Wei

The Princeton Language Program: Modern Chinese
2010. 536 pages.
Pa: 978-0-691-14691-1 $49.50 | £34.95

The Princeton Language Program: Modern Chinese
2011. 448 pages.
Pa: 978-0-691-15308-7 $55.00 | £37.95

The Princeton Language Program: Modern Chinese
2011. 528 pages.
Pa: 978-0-691-14836-6 $55.00 | £37.95
A Trip to China
An Intermediate Reader of Modern Chinese
Chih-p'ing Chou, Der-lin Chao & Chen Gao

A Trip to China is an intermediate Chinese language textbook designed for students who have studied one year of college Chinese. Offering a strong foundation in grammar and vocabulary, it is written from the perspective of a foreign exchange student who has just arrived in China for the first time. This thoroughly revised edition not only provides students essential lessons for advancing their Chinese language skills, but also introduces important aspects of contemporary Chinese society and culture.

Chih-p'ing Chou is professor of East Asian studies at Princeton University and director of the university’s Chinese language and Princeton in Beijing programs. Der-lin Chao is professor of classical and oriental studies at Hunter College, where she is the division head of Chinese language. Chen Gao is a lecturer in Chinese in the East Asian Studies Department at Princeton University.

All Things Considered
An Advanced Reader of Modern Chinese
Chih-p'ing Chou
Yan Xia & Meow Hui Goh

Designed for students who have completed at least two years of college Chinese, this thoroughly revised edition of All Things Considered bridges the gap between intermediate- and advanced-level Chinese. Lessons promote student discussion and include thought-provoking topics relevant to contemporary Chinese society, such as the increasing divisions between the rich and poor, the conflict between economic development and environmental protection, and changing attitudes toward sex and marriage.

Anything Goes
An Advanced Reader of Modern Chinese
Chih-p'ing Chou
Hua-Hui Wei, Kun An & Wei Wang

Suitable for students with three or more years of modern Chinese language instruction, Anything Goes uses advanced materials to reinforce language skills and increase understanding of contemporary China in one semester. This fully revised edition provides learners with a deeper fluency in high-level Chinese vocabulary and grammar, and includes newspaper articles and critiques as well as other primary source documents, such as political speeches and legal documents.
As the digital age settles on us and the e-book revolution dawns, the question of why we read to begin with is often forgotten. Who better to turn to for guidance on this question than the man who sought refuge in the simple things we often take for granted, Henry David Thoreau. His thoughts on reading are as relevant in the e-book era as they were in the age of the locomotive.
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